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P.C.  Trueeell,  Dlrfttor 
l.C. Rep**rch, Vwcouvtr, Canada 

imiavWJyTiOW 

Each year the world, through increasing coaaunlcatlon between 
countries and within count ria«,  is becoalng smallet,   the people Mora 
coefuaed and fruafratad, and tha general order of  things «ore complex 
and often disrupted.    For some countries  the disparity between standards 
of living become greater, and the awareness of rhe disparities become 
aera obvious, particularly to those with less.    We are concerned not 
only with disparities between nations,  but also within nations. 

Qua of the keys, and only one of them,  to overcoming poverty 
Ilea In tha useful application of science and technology.    Unfortunately 
there is no one aat Corsât for the effective application of technology 
to a country; often auch ti«*, effort and Money is expended to little 
avail; sosetines the  technological application serves only a small 
segment of th** population. 

A shift that la taking place  to an increasing extant in Most 
countriea is the concentration of people or urbanization.    Not only In 
developed countries but also in developing countries, urbanisation ia 
creating new and lntenae prob leas,  those of social lapact.    Many of 
the problems have ariaen because 01   technology itself, and technology 
will be required to solve these as well as others in the future. 

On one hand  the developing countries are fortunate in that 
aoate technological pitfalls of the developed countries may be avoided; 
on the other, the developing countries have great distance» to bridge 
In development.     It is most important   that lull  thought be given to 
technological planning in developing countries, at least in broad 
outline.     Some of  the »ore important  factors and difficulties will be 
considered here. 



In discussing  the problems of   industrial development  as  they 
relate  to industrial  research institutes   (IRl's),  four Industrial 
research institutes will  be referred  to during the presentation:     the 
Jamaica Scientific Research Institute  (JSR1), which has been operating 
for  twelve years;   the  Instituto de  Investigati ones Technologlcas 
(Colombia)   (ITT),  also operating for twelve years;   the Centre  for 
Industrial Research in  Israel (CIRI),  now only in its  fourth year;  and 
B.C.  Research (BCR),  now in its twenty-se vent h year.     In the short tie« 
available for preparation of this report,   a brief questionnaire was sent 
to the  first three  institutes seeking  information bearing on the  topic 
of  this paper.    To preserve anonymity,   the names of  the institutes will 
be used sparingly.   Information was collected  from institutes in late 1970. 

The inclusion of BCR with  the  other institutes may be 
questioned.    This was done intentionally   to include a small institute 
that had progressed  to a stage or two beyond the others,  to illustrât« 
the problems that may arise at later stages of development of an IRI. 
Also, whereas 1CR may be regarded as an Institute of a developed country, 
It is in fact in a corner of Canada whose secondary industry it relatively 
underdeveloped. 

ii     IHTRCRATION or INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH IN THE ECOMOKY OF A C0UHTRÏ 

Figure 1 is e simplified schematic presentation of the 
technological Interrelationships within a developing country.    A government 
he« the responsibility of providing technological facilities and services 
for many public needs;    agriculture,  fisheries, health and welfare, 
education, establishment of infrastruc tures, power development, water 
quality, possibly housing, birth control and, before long, pollution 
control.    The Industrial operations may be privately or government owned, 
or both within the same country.    In any case the sales generated from 
the Industrial operations provide a circulation oil money to a portion of 
the population, provide support for government services through taxes, 
and provide a profit either to the state or to private investors. 

Classically,  in the older developed countries, industries have 
to a large extent both originated and developed within the same countries; 
in developing countries the cycle is shortened by the Import of techno- 
logical industries, usually as branches of operations in more developed 
countries.    Technological know-how, investment capital and management 
are Introduced, national people employed,   taxes paid, and profits either 
reinvested in the country or exported (Figure 1).    Whether or not the 
arrangement is equitable  to the developing country is often difficult to 
sssess.     (Canada has been worrying about   this for some time). 
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The  IRI has a very real  part  in  the  technologic*]  chain. 
It must  provide   those  technological  servi<•<•«  required by  the   industrial 
plants,  auch  as physical,   ch^tuc..!,  ,md hi< lt^ii .J   !"-Hrg¡   trouble 
shooting;   feas  aility studies;   and   lat  r,  more sophistic  ted services 
such as operations  :ebcu.vi,        !u   '.,       .„b:,..:. . .ug anU ,    H!U. tlvity 
studies.    The   IRI  has also a  tie-in with government     for  It roust seek 
solutions to problems of soc<al   impart,   .such as housing,  conuiiimic.itIon, 
transportation,   and pollution  control,     lht   IRI  Is ;'isr often called 
upon to undertake  standards  evaluation and pcrinrraance npprov.il   on 
products manufactured in  the  country or  Imported -   in  important 
foundation  to a sound industrial economy.    Usualy,   the   [RI  rhould 
not seek to become a true  research  centre  for many years,   until  industry 
has developed   to  tht point where  research is demanded.     In  the  early 
Stages of industrial development,   the  TRI  can Rive great service by 
undertaking  techno-economic  studies and analyses of new Investments, 
such as have been successfully  carried ut t  by  I1T,   resulting in 
Investments  In Colombia amounting  to 250 million dollars  (U.S.). 

The continuing success  of  industrial  development within a 
country depends on the establishment of a  -iuitablr "industrial climate". 
Suae of the main requirements  are:   stable and cooperative government, 
a stable and vigorous labour  firce,  and  the development of national 
managers.    One of  th<: IRI's  reported that  the greatest obstacle  to 
industrial development In its country wat political immaturity and social 
apathy;   lack of  technical know-how and  lack of managerial ability were 
also importami, but subordinate  to the former two.    The main force in 
the industrial  development of a country will be  the drive of  its people; 
this has bean pointedly demonstrated in  the last twenty years by th« 
industrial advance of Japan,  a country with few natural resources. 

111    TIMIIIC THE ESTABLISHMENT OF  IIOUSIUAL RESEARCH ¿iiRV^F 

Th«  glib statement     , u'ieu    ..ùc  t.Iu.1  Itll's ai    assentimi for 
developing countries because  these  institutes automatically lead  to 
industrial development.    Hot ao.    Premature or unsuitably planned IRI »a 
may mean a loss of  time, effort and money,  and cause disillusionment in 
those industries and government departments which it should serve.    If 
an III is set up whan technological needs exist for it,  and it has been 
designed to fit these needs,   the institute will be a  Uve and productive 
entity.     If  the  timing and structuring are wrong,   the  ÍR1 will be a 
frustration for  its director and personnel, who will  have to struggle 
every moment  to establish a purposeful existence.    This situation has 
occurred in a number of cases,  not  only in developing countries but also 
in developed ones.    Often the  IRI  under such circutmitances becomes isolated 
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f~ «any universities Í-^lA^^'ÍS.^  "" dlfferCnt 

.««,«« «^^I^Hí
1
^^ ¡LtrsíTO of rIRI'first 

to the »arket:   Ignore It    detoni  fi í      Tay nake three «PP^aches 
be fatal,  as an  IRTí/LIL       í ,        '  Ür deveJoP  lt:-    The fi"t «ay 
The «eccnd l8 asentí 1 ?"     L! th  * r?"*1'  CotMnodity (or should be). 

approach may be  followed if^hc     °í lïî ,technical raarket-    The  third 
although dev.lopmen^f specif c!c !

,liShTt,0f   the  IRI ls P«~tuw. 
part of normal    per til "1^°"        ^ market may COntlnue " 
«nd  talent may be devoted  to in H    P    '  ñ^tion of  the »I staff  time 
to eventual plrticipltion L In^T* ^S^ research P"Jects leading 
product, or processe« *        "^ *"" t0 C°•*^*1 innovation of new 

of the induttrrePs0TthePacL°[r:arkr CValUat,°n 1S  the *«"i«tic, 
«««re 2 set. f«^í. .XTCS.."?^.^'^ í^ "^ neCdS' 
industries with exaawles     Th» !!< Î 1    °f Prlmary ««» secondary 
concerned wit    h"• "g of    ^ ^ 'J*»"1" m ••—«•"* " 
•achanical.    Except for Lrt «ÎT mater*aís *d are  to « ^ge extent 

-^ct..  the r"eaP ch d,pe8n   n i"'  tie ,fí£ln,\,,5lch ^ ^o«1"1 

low.    Most of  the  tachnJn...« !    .. Í Primary industries are relatively 
countries, -/«^^^"S^JÍ* ?lrM* mailable in developed   * 
than adaptive *^.t!Í^^^ • "«1. »ore 

C^r.iW!1i;p"ÄfacduU8retraLS ^MT ^ 8ub-divided into Si»ple 
reeuire»««; Jti • ^^ ^ ^^     The  tec^l "rviL 
It i. fro» the secondary industries  tí.    rh!        progre!slvely 6«ater. 
«»d yltlMtcly for applied reLIrch wU Rreatest dcffla"d *« services 
for different type. !t í««"!! ^ï.^i ÌT, TÍgUre 3 ShoWS the need 

country. W§ur?4^¡U e "ages L th "d ^í^1 ^l"«" *» « 
it adjust« to these needs 1   !B  íí

f ? Í    the dev»l°P"«nt of an IRI a. 

.«. .Lncy^l'c^uÌ"81"!- TI"1 """ "h>,sl"1> •" « Provided by 

l.ter govern«», «nd' £_-    ^    '"  '","»>' "•"* .11   testing .ervice.; 
c1'" "••av  l«*o"torle» may handle the testing 
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needs  and the act Ivi tv nf  tu.,  mi   f 

develop*,« and „id,   the   tre,,"  t,,    f, ,     ,ncr<:<,£"-n »""  industrial 
the testing »,r»<c«     the I,    , "''»-*<••"  »»l.l»UMtiw.     Ar: with 
d««»d „./bo «Ä iV^'Ä  *•" •" «»'  "•' *  siting 

aophisticat^.;1"!,:^^,^...-? Ix•'0^-';•,^';!:;'!-v^,anl, 
¿rops  of;   and that  for  I,V,H<H "    7 oi   'eclm*cal services 
«-««<*,  if it    s good   "\e  rol ""í':^'    ",""""-•     «««Uly  the 
•-lient  tum of  the  1«; Í,     "Ja  l° '"'»vati«,,   either  tnvoUBh 

*K>.   ».   Ki.tl.hle   coapinie,  eutahllsl-ed by   th=   1RI. 

Technical «.'."r^"••^" T'^ "ul  Ltí -«Kcccblll,,. 
Very ocen.lo.all,; £„£« ,",^0" ."».""»r''   U «'"J• » speculation. 
•yi but «at „sean; if s , -"eo, m-r :r;;;;,yi ".r-"«" "•* **« 
»tan-.es most individual.., ar c«,pl?^ finí í Í      "^ l;lr,'u°,- 
tr invest  their capü.,1.     ¡n•l£     • ««..rely profitable „ay. 
raeeirch, either dirwtlv    n,       , nt"  : '  L" «=«*Uy governments that fund 
America ¿oat resea ch i^iunid f    eCU> "    l" tbt Unltcd St'lles °* 
out in the labor^orL^oi    nouStL

8aní:::rL """'"" "'^"V carrled 

of  th* R /. n expenditure'       it"?   { "f""1" Km"  f°' only one-third 
an IM-. in-hoese "¿"arcVto ¿,£!    ", T "'  the raiUn °b3«tlves of 
»ore narketable Û elien?; ¿ in I'eL° n^ ,"   Y "T** ^""^ Venture" 
feasibility.    This do      „« . ' 8  tl'^r  technieai  and economic 
-i». ^^l•l^^°Z-%>^ Pn*U- by 

cte=hnic,iie,tvLe£r^LRí;\rírn'te"4
thji

r
s
0:huudy; •e ;s *n s*-^ ' :rÄ—fr'*,; ~¿ -:-"S:::,:, 

only ten PercL £££'& ^Si," ÄriÄ^"" ^ ^ 

Non* of tho  thrre  "vj 
•red Pdottted  tr starting too soon, 

'or cenerà!  t^tino    «„. i ' ^:  ^«^Pendent companies provide 

aerv?«:      „s* ' ¡£r£ nTr'elî^h'X d"" Y^ V"1"» °f "Í*-*"! 
for the Industrial ccTanie« ÎL ,?     ' )"-'n"us'; ""•" th« research 
the site of "ei" h~Uces    ^"^ C"rl,d "" In f^n «»tri... 

IV     COVKHUMENT SIMTiWlf» nr   tR,rs 

unavoidable"1!?:^ ^^JZ'^l^^V0''  ls eSaen,lfll «" ttin* un «nd Parly opération oí' dn ÍR], contin nuous 
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and full support by government carries the seeds of the ultimate 
destruction of the IRI, in its purpose and usefulness, if not in fact. 
Financial dependency weakens an IRI to the point of being unable to 
stand on its own economic feet. Under such circumstances the IRI 
invariably occupies itself with matters of relatively inconsequential 
industrial significance, or else becomes a basic research recluse. The 
latter tendency is ever present, since the classical training in 
universities emphasizes and perpetuates basic research to the subordi- 
nation or exclusion of applied research. Only in the United States of 
America, where the job mobility of individuals between industry, 
university and government is high, does a reasonable balance between 
basic and applied research tend to occur. 

Indirect government subsidization of IRI's, although far less 
destructive than the direct subsidization, can also cause weaknesses in 
the IRI»a fibre. Some IRI's in the United States of America have become 
so dependent on government contracts that industrial contracts have 
become almost non-existent. True, an IRI must maintain technical 
keenness to win government contracts, but it is essential to sound 
development of the IRI and its acquiring of self reliance for its own 
staff to conceive new products, improve processes, and develop new 
equipment or instruments to meet industrial market needs. 

To date the record of achievement of IRI's throughout the 
world has not been outstanding in invention or development of new 
products or processes. The author feels that much greater accomplish- 
ments will be made during the 1970's and 1980's by IRI's, particularly 
by ones in the size range of two hundred to four hundred employees, and 
with specialization in few areas of research. Large IRI's, like large 
companies today, will not be the font of the outstanding advances in 
applied research. Again, government subsidization can assist or delay 
this development. 

PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED BY IRI's 

The problems met by IRI's relate to seven main requirements 
for successful operation. In descending order of importance, they are: 
a good market for technical services; good staff; freedom of action; 
sound in-house program planning; adequate financing; business-like 
approach; and continuing, active promotion. Failure of an IRI may be 
due to not fulfilling any one of these requirements, or to failing to 
meet a number of the requirements in part. The ramifications of these 
and elements leading to the breakdown of each are covered below. 



1 •      Market f< l_fiiryjreg__oj_ an   i HI 

Unlcaa en  iveitld e jw,rket   da-,n,l   for   the ^rviccs  of an  IR1 

M înfh   '* lTtrV  °'   'ft'•'  ,:llh4e'   ,ro;ä llldu^v nr government 
oi  both,   one  shouji. not  W  t.,t .hlUh^a       „,   too many caser; IR[»a 

have been set  up whc.«  t,.e   i*..,,,.^,   inftl, ,f  lllH.d Wi|H llWflftt,nti 

ÏÎÎÏl^    ÎÏÏ y  "PpHtaritM   '<»  "*iV y-«».   •>'   to basic   research 
studi«, with no pr,cical  objective.     n,i.«  ,Uu,tion has occurred 
in  developed eounttie«,   probably   ¡t  ,c  t(0l  uu; nowi   ln deveJoping 
countries.     Sue :t*.s   i„ Bost  buMn.^   undertaking,,   „.qulre-    '^ 
economic   timing;   tr-ia  applies  Ll.   l1lU  !o :R,.B. ,Ul,M|Md 

To buiid,   stail   and equip MI,  ]R]   in an advers«.  Industrial 
cli.ate either kill«,   :he   initiative of   the staff or alae causes 
the  Institute  to becotae  introspective.     The   theory  that  an institute 
Will create industry  in a  region where  none exist«  in false      It 

"? !wyuaa&1St lndustrl«e   «•»"* »re established and  encourage  the 
establishment of new ones- A, shwm ln F1    „ <   " 
inatitute does not read» the stage of innovation until an advanced 
stage in its de ve J opinent. 

2-      Staffinn 

. u??Cî Î favou"bl" market environment for  an 1RI haa bean 
established the greatest single problem is that of   staffing.    The 
Staff of  the institute i„,   or should be,  its greatest asset.    A 

lilìnìZ !ífrnnl0r Pr0*ra'B   Uatier£ With «««Ptusl, ».nageri.l, and 
o , i"4 •" J'^U   "> f.nd at  any time.    Unfortunately 

no counti     in  the world  today  >r. ins men in  the.se < .ill« for re.earch 
managers and ptofcrua. ^..^..u.     L^ij!U.  n-ai.iL.g in most 

ÜÜÍTü*  í*"    f beeu/cad«»ic. with emphasis  on fundamental reaearch 
and a disdain for applied research.    On  this point,   the Jamaica 
Inatitute and u.c.  Research  reported unsatisfactory  training of staff 
for senior portions;   the Colombia and ¿araul  Institutes  reported 
•etiafactory training of personnel.    However,   all four institutes 
claiited weakness of senior personnel  in managerial capacity.    One 
institute  in a developing country stated  that   the  removal of 

J5t!wtl0m,,U"    WOUld  U'a"'V  thr   ,natit"ti-  m  a very weakened state 
3^£      ü?°    i" tCP yearb Wo,,ld b°  re<uirtìd ^v managerial training 
of  the national«  to enable  then, to  take  over  the entire operation 
of  the institute      None or   tie four institutes  expressed complete 
Mtlsfaction with  the outlook  of  their national employee«   towards 
industrial research and service,.     i„ two of  the count rie« definite 
social apathy was mentioned and thi. was   reflected it:  the  lack  of 
drive of institute personnel. 
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3.      Freed»« of Act! on 

For an 1RI   to be  succesnful  It  must have power of decision 
on  such «attem na ita own ln-house research programs,   the course 
of   Investigation on  contract projects,   the  hiring and  releasing of 
etaff,  financing within budgetary allotments and general day-to- 
day operations.    The   IRI should not be a government department or 
placed under a government  department but operated on an autonomous 
basiti.    The  four institutes surveyed all  stated that   the political 
environment in  their  countries was favourable to the operations of 
the  institute   (although  two Institutes mentioned  that  political 
immaturity of  their respective countries was  the main  industrial 
obstacle).     It  certainly is a case that some institutes in 
developing countries  are subject   to frustrating delays and red 
tape by their governments. 

*•      Program Planning 

Tht ultimate success and destiny of an  IRI depends on the 
Judicious selection of  its areas  of technical service and research 
ccsapetence and on the  sound selection of its in-house projects 
within these areas.    The effectiveness of program planning will gain 
for  the Institute a reputation either of distinction or of mediocrity. 
Thia will be particularly so after the IRI  has been in operation  ten 
to fifteen years and  a practical  return is expected on  the investment 
•ade in it.     fhe importance of program planning to the success of 
Ill's in developing countries cannot be overstressed.     The initial 
dcaand for services often does not absorb the full time of the staff, 
and it is the responsibility of  the IRI to foresee those areas in 
which technical competence should be developed to serve industrial 
demands in  the  coming  four or five years. 

Faulty program planning may  involve the following; deciding to 
undertake projects which,  even if a technical success, would have 
no value in the market place (trying to find uses for wastes often 
fall into this category) ;  undertaking basic  research programs with 
the hope of valuable commercial spin-offs (these are usually long 
chances and an IRI can afford only one or two); failing to terminate 
projects when chances   for  technical and economic success are poor; 
failure to think specifically in considering the market for a project 
if  technically successful,   to the extent of designating specific 
clients. 

5t      Financing 

A cooperative govermwent attitude is essential to the successful 
starting of an  IRI and  adequate  financial back-up by government is 
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necessary.    However,  government financing should be in the form of 
grants  for capital outlays and of contracts  for technical services 
and research rendered by  the  IRI.    On the one hand, government 
departments should pay for all s<rvices provided by an IRI,  on  the 
other hand the  IRI  should be  accountable  in  the matter of quality 
of service and reports.     In the author's  opinion, far more institutes 
have been ruined by  over-financing by government,  than by under- 
financing.    Often  lack of money is only an excuse on the part of 
Institute directors  for lack of sound, marketable in-house research 
projects and for lack of drive  in promoting  thea.    In addition, 
over-ambitious in-house programs including expensive pilot plant 
operations have led  to over expenditure and  thus to unreasonable 
requests for expanded government subsidization. 

6. Business-like Approach 

An IRI should operate in a business-like fashion with respect 
to meeting project schedules, issuing reports, planning its operations, 
budgeting its expenditures and making realistic charges for its 
services.    The ultimate objective of the IRI should be financial 
Independence.    After all, it if believes that applied research Is a 
remunerative proposition for industry, it should believe in it for 
itself. 

7. Promotion 

To be a vital part of an industrial community, an IRI must 
communicate vlth those it Intends to serve, both in Industry and 
government.    This is best done by personal contacts, augmented by 
news sheets, brochures, annual reports, displays, open-houses,  radio 
and television.    The promotion of an IRI*s services is part of the 
duties of its staff.    This applies not only to advice to prospective 
clients on what the IRI can do f r them but also tn follow-up on 
projects  that have been completed  for clients. 

VI      PROBLEMS ARISING DURING TWENTY-SEVEN YEAR HISTORY OF AN INSTITUTE 

Although BCR is usually considered as  located in an Industrially 
developed environment, most of the industry in British Columbia classifies 
as primary (harvesting)  and simple secondary (simple conversion)  (see 
Figure 2).    Only in recent years have simple manufacturing operations been 
established with extensive markets outside the Province, and to Hate only 
one or two complex manufacturing operations exist.     Consequently many of 
the problems associated with BCR since its inception in 1944 might be 
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similar to those confronting IRl's being established in the developing 
countries.    Some of  the problems met with at BCR as  it has paaaed 
through one stage to the next in its development over the past twenty- 
seven years «.re set forth here as a forewarning to other research 
directors. 

BCR has passed through Stages I, II,  and III and now la 
entering IV (Figure 4).    These development stages are difficult to 
define in terms of specific dates,  as they merge from one into the uext. 
Each represents a different emphasis in the technical activity of an 
institute, and each presents different problems. 

Stage I    -    Technical Service 

The most serious single mistake made by those responsible for 
planning and setting up BCR was failure to determine the market for 
contract technical services.    In part this is understandable, as the 
organizing group and the subsequent first Board had no representation 
from industry or business.    This resulted in an institute being 
established when there was no immediate industrial need for many services, 
particularly those involving laboratories.   Although initial government 
subsidy was adequate,   the understanding was that it would not be 
substantially increased later and that the institute would be required 
to earn most of its operational cost within the first five years.    This 
placed the director in a very unrealistic financial position. 

Another »erious detriment to the institute in the early years was 
the use of many advisory committees and project sub-commit tees whose 
purpose was ostensibly to advise what research studies should be under- 
taken and,  to a large measure, how they should be carried out.    These 
committees, which were in operation during the full period of Stage I 
from 1944 to 1950, wasted the time of the technical staff and were 
completely ineffectual.    It was not until after 1951, when these 
committees were abolished and the responsibility for developing sound 
programs and for carrying them out was placeo squarely on the shoulders 
of the full-time technical staff of the institute, that progress was 
made. 

The activity during Stage I included chemical and physical testing 
(no biological), trouble-shooting particularly in emergency situations 
( panic research"), non-oponsored surveys, approvals testing, technical 
Information and grants-in-aid for research, particularly in university 
departments. (The last of these vas a heavy financial drain which wss 
not plugged until near the end of Stage I). The contracts carried out 
were for small amounts,  usually under $500 and most commonly under $100 
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while  the costs o:\ individual projects usually were for in exceas of 
the charges cináe.    This was not  always  ttw result of unrealistic 
boo!tkccplnj%  frequently the  sponsors \ are unwilling to fay  realistic 
prices.     Iwis a^ain illu^ciuucj   the pixmatuie ustablishiac.it of the 
lastilute. 

Curing Staye 1  the institute had a very heavy staff turnover. 
This in part was due  to maladministration,  but  also caused by  the 
cbviouá futility of trying to make something work  in an economically 
adverse environment.     Inappropriate selection  resulted in the engaging 
of senior men with great devotion but  little  or no industrial  background 
or applico* rascaren inclination.     This mistake restrained the progress 
oi  the institute in rca.iy oí   the ensuing years.     In retrospect, most of 
the early problems of  the institute srosu  irom lack of  an adequate 
market for industrial  services  mid from the involvement of people with 
an academic rathar than applied,   industrial  outlook, both within and 
associated with the institute.     Financing and freedom of action were 
not problems. 

St*»;»e TI    -    Limited Research 

This  covers  the yaars roughly from 1951   to 1954 during which the 
Institute undartook more sophisticated testing,   Initiated economic 
otudies and operations research and besan to undertake projects in the 
range of $1,000 to $10,000.    During this period the divisions of Chemistry, 
Enäinecring, and particularly Applied Physics, which was doing a large 
vo?.une of work in physical  testing, '/ere the  groups meeting industrial 
defends.    This stage may be  looked upon as  the "increasing growth phase", 
at  the end of which the annual  rate rf increase  in volume of  research 
contracts reached $50,000 (and this has continued to the present time). 

Probably the greatest mistake mata during this scat2» which led to 
problems both with stair an«,   re seamen projiríuns»  later, wat¡  the lack of 
longer-tern program planning.    Most of the technical divisions became so 
ínvolvcú in short-term testing work that they failed to establish research 
competences in specific fields  that uii^ht be associated with the develop- 
ment of the Province.    The  technical divisions became heavily staffed 
with people prepared and able  to undertake small,  industrial problems on 
request, but unable to conceive  areas of applied research which would le»d 
co expanding industrial demand. 

During this siepe a substantial amount  of  the in-house funds were 
di.voted to two large basic research programs  and,   although these 
flourished and were successful,   they were inappropriate  for an IRI and 
brought no industrial contracts. 
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Stage III - Extensivc Research 

This Htage covered the years 1955 to 1962 and was characterized 
by increasing emphasis on the deliberate use of in-house projects to 
build up areas of specific ler.-imf r¿»i competence of value to the 
industries of the province.  In the Applied ììiology Division three areas 
of technical competence were established: marine borer control, biological 
leaching of metal sulfides, and water pollution.  In the Division of 
Chemistry the areas of technical competence were odor control of kraft 
pulp mills, the bleaching of kraft pulp md the synthesis and use of 
organane ta I lit: compounds.  A number of processes were patented during 
this stage and an income from patent roy.'lty started.  This stage also 
saw the termination of the two basic research programs that were started 
in Stage II and on which substantial in-hou<,e funds had been spent. When 
these two groups left for environments more appropriate for basic research, 
the institute essentially lost all that it had invested. 

A difficult problea during this stape was the need to bring in 
people with conceptual ability appropriate for selecting areas of 
technical competence.  For this purpose the technologists and many 
engineers who had been so valuable during Stages I or.J II were 
inappropriate. Furthermore, with the establishment of sophisticated 
commercial analytical laboratories and engineering consulting firms, 
these people had become redundant. As a result, this stage involved 
a change-over of about 25* of the staff. 

By this time the individual projects had Increased in value up to 
$50,000 and the main source of earned income was industrial contracts 
from British Columbia which had increased from $61,700 in 1949 to $459,000 
In 1959.  (See Figure 5).  In 1959, $459,000 (or 84%) or the earned income 
was from industrial contracts within British Columbia, $44,500 (82) from 
industrial contracts outside of British Columbia and $45,000 (8%) from 
government contracts.  It was soon to become apparent tVat one of the 
probleu was that the institute had essentially exhausted the local market 
for technical services and research contracts. Overtures were made to 
the local government for more subsidy financing, but were refused. This 
probably vas a blessing in disguise, as it forced the institute to look 
beyond provincial boundaries, tor further marketing oí its capabilities. 
During this stage the internal accounting system was improved to obtain 
a realistic return for services rendered under contract and an increasing 
emrhasis was placed on promotion. In previous years the publications from 
the institute, including a monthly news sheet and the Annual Report, had 
not been designed with potential industrial clients in mind. Appropriate 
changes were made.  To increase industriell communication and participation 
in the institute the proportion of industrialists in the Board of 
Management wan increased 30 that by the end of Stage III half of the members 
of the Board were representatives from industrv. 
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Stage IV    -    Limited Innovation 

From 1962 to the present,  DCR has been in  the  stage of Limited 
Innovation whereby it is  deriving a modest but significant  income as 
royalty payments from commercial application of  technical  iccomplish- 
ments.     Royalties are now being derived  from the following:  marine- 
borer control systems;  oxidation and scrubbing systems  for kraft hlack 
liquor;   sonic  testing of marine pilings;   a fire-re tardant,  coating;  a 
wasp  trap based on a non-poisonous attractant;  an underwater coating 
for steel;  and a continuous monitor for sultur-containing gases.    A 
fire-place  log machine,   u self-diyintegrating oyster cultch and a number 
of other processes and products are nearing commercialization. 

Figure 5 shows that by 1969 the institute's earned Income from 
industrial contracts with B.C.   firms was about  the  ¡¿ame  as  that  for 
1949.     The increase in  income from industrial contracts with firms 
outside B.C.  increased substantially from 1959  to 1969 so  that it 
constituted one-third of  the earned income iti 1969.     Similarly, 
government contracts have increased over  the past ten years and now 
account for 22% of the earned income.     The increase  reliance on both the 
industrial and government contracts from outside British Columbia has 
imposed increased cost and time for contacts with potential clients at 
greater distance from the institute.    Over the years one of  the 
difficulties has been to have technical men in the various disciplines 
establish and maintain contacts with clients hundreds or thousands of 
ailes away. 

Over the twenty year period from 1949 to 1969 the government subsidy 
remained remarkably constant in effective dollars, rising from $260,000 
to $320,000.    Despite this modest increase in government cubsidy,  the 
institute did well in Stage IV and was able to accumulate working reserves 
oí over half a million dollars by the end of 1967.     Use of most of  these 
reserves for covering part of the cost of a new office-laboratory 
complex and a tight money situation in both Canada and the united States 
have temporarily imposed financial restrictions on  the institute. 
However,   these will probably be transient and the outlook is promising. 
Problems throughout the years at this institute have not been basically 
financial;  rather they have involved acquiring effective staff, particularly 
people with creative ability and business acumen.    With the increasing 
number of new processes and products coming from in-house research,  the 
trend  towards financial independence should continue  and  the institute 
eventually move into Stage V.    This essentially will have been achieved 
when the royalty incoine of the institute has reached about $300,000 
annually. 
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As indicated from Figure 5,   the income  from industrial contracts 
from B.C.   firms is not likely to increase substantially in the future; 
the increase in earned income will have to be derived mainly from 
contracts with industrial firms outside B.C.   and  from government 
contracts.    With the increase in emphasis on problems of social concern 
such as pollution,   transportation,  housing,  and communication,  the 
greatest expansion is anticipated from government  contracts. 

Comparing the situation at BCR with that of  an institute in 
a developing country,  I would say  the  latter has   the advantage over 
BCR during Stages I,   II and possibly  III,  in that  it can serve technical 
needs for a longer period before coming into competition with independent 
testing and engineering companies.    On the other hand,  because of  its 
closeness to mure highly developed economies with attendant more 
sophisticated markets and particularly that of the United States of 
America,  BCR has a chance to move more quickly into Stages IV and V, 
those involving innovation and returns from processes and products it 
Invents.    With regard to the most valuable asset  of the institution 
and the one about which most problems arise,  its  staff,  all IRI's 
•uffer from the failure of teaching institution,   throughout the world 
to train enough competent people for technological jobs.    The disadvantage 
is greater for IRI's in developing countries where  there is no opportunity 
to acquire men with the benefit of industrial experience after university 
training. 

VII    SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

1. The rapid industrial development of developing countries is 
primarily dependent on the importation of risk capital,  technical 
know-how and managerial ability,  acting in an environment that 
is conducive from the standpoint of politics,  work force, and natural 
resources.    An IRI can assist the establishment of new industries by 
economic and feasibility studies, the operation of established 
industries by providing technical services,   and, at a late: stage, 
the setting up of new industries through applied research. 

2. An aspect that is often given Insufficient attention is the 
timing of the setting up and the structuring of an IRI In relation 
to the immediate market demands for its services. 

3. Government subsidization of an IRI is essential at the start, 
but the initial plan should call for the IRI eventually becoming 
largely, if not entirely,  self supporting through charges for 
technical services and research contracts,  royalties on its own 
inventions, possibly income from satellite companies. 
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4. The aaln probiens encountered by IRI's relate to market«, 
staffing* freedom of action, program planning, financing, busineae- 
like approach, and promotion. 

5. The main problems experienced by one I RI operating in a 
primary industrial environment of a developed country over a period 
of twenty-seven years have been the market for technical services 
and research»and technical staffing. 

i.      The conditions under which an IRI operates are affected by 
any variables. These include the internal tensions associated 
ulth research on technical problems tbat are often ill-defined or 
elusive, sudden shifts in technological emphasis in the com.try, 
labour unrest and changes in government policies and economic 
conditions. As a result an IRI, more than most organisations, is 
always in a state of flux, and the constantly changing administrative 
situation cells for a high degree of flexibility in management. 
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